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AM Marketing 
May 2008 Session 

Examiners’ Report 

 

Part 1:   Statistical Information  

Table 1: Distribution of Candidates’ Grades 
GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total 
Number 22 68 139 42 43 49 56 419 
% of Total 5.25 16.23 33.17 10.02 10.26 11.69 13.37 100 

 
 
1.1  OVERALL ASSESSMENT  
 
The papers were graded according to the relevant marking scheme. The overall approach 
at tackling the two papers was positive with some very high marks obtained. However, 
many candidates lost significant marks when answering certain questions.  
 
Marks attained in the two sessions were mixed. Even in the same paper, candidates often 
obtained both high and low marks for questions. The problem of applying theoretical 
knowledge to a practical situation still persists. From the candidates who did not pass 
there were some who failed miserably and it was clearly evident that these were not 
adequately prepared to sit for the examination.  
 
 
1.2  MAJOR SHORTCOMINGS  
 

• It is important to answer all the questions and time answers properly. It was quite 
evident that certain candidates spent disproportionate amounts of time on certain 
questions or sections of questions. This resulted in loss of valuable time with no 
extra marks earned.  

 
• Candidates must read the question properly and answer what is asked. There were 

instances where candidates either wrote all they knew about a topic [even though 
much was irrelevant] or failed to give practical examples which were specifically 
asked for. In such instances significant marks were lost.  

 
• There were some very good answers and even full marks earned, reflecting the 

seriousness these candidates undertook in their studies. On the other hand, some 
candidates were not adequately prepared to answer certain questions and made a 
feeble attempt at doing so.  

 
• Not attempting to answer all required questions or sections of questions led to a 

loss of substantial marks. No marks can be allocated if a question [or part thereof] 
is left out.  
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• It is important to get the spelling of such words as negotiation, initiative, exactly, 
explanation, volunteers, guarantee, threats and privilege correct. There were also 
numerous errors in the spelling of such renowned brand names as: Levis, Chanel, 
Diesel, Rolex, Peugeot and Adidas. There were numerous instances of these 
words being spelt incorrectly and at times the grammar left much to be desired. In 
Marketing, the “packaging” is important and while candidates were not penalised 
for incorrect spelling and grammatical mistakes they will be as they progress in 
their studies. Overall improvement in this area is definitely required.  

 
 
 
Part 2:   Comments regarding Candidates’ Performance 
 
2.1  PAPER I  
 
Q1 – Overall the answers for this very popular question were of the required standard and 
high marks were scored. Knowledge of the PLC concept was widespread and most 
candidates also illustrated this with a diagram. With regards to the latter, however, many 
did not label the axes. Otherwise, marks were mainly lost due to lack of focus on 
marketing communications and in a number of cases for failing to select a specific 
product.  
 
Q2 – Candidates could have earned more marks by structuring their answers better. As 
the question was about branding it proved to be quite popular, however, more often than 
not candidates just started writing all they know about brands. A little planning in how to 
approach this question would have been beneficial. Overall, a better approach to tackling 
this question is expected.  
 
Q3 – Candidates often confused pricing strategies with pricing methods and this led to 
significant marks being lost. A number of candidates wrote everything they knew about 
pricing instead of focusing on what was actually asked. While others just focused on a 
couple of popular pricing strategies. It is important to read the question and answer what 
is asked.  
 
Q4 – From a theoretical point of view, the candidates who attempted this question were 
well prepared. It was evident that most candidates had the necessary knowledge of the 
personal selling process and in the majority of cases applied this to a service product, 
although some did apply it to a tangible product. Those who studied gave overall very 
good responses. What was interesting is the number of candidates who incorrectly wrote 
“handling objectives” instead of “handling objections” in their answer.  
 
Q5 – Overall, candidates did well in answering this question which was also quite 
popular. Answers to the first part of the question about the “global village” were not 
always clear, however, good marks were earned in the latter part.  
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Q6 – Similar to the previous question, this also proved popular with candidates. Once 
again, replies to the first part about “consumerism” were not always clear and confusing 
at times. In spite of this, candidates still earned good marks for their replies to the latter 
part of the question.  
 
Q7 – There were some very low scores in this question, as many candidates just 
described the mobile network subscription and wireless internet service without applying 
marketing theory. Candidates who did correctly refer to the marketing theory obtained 
good marks.  
 
Q8 – The approach to this question could have been better. Many candidates failed to 
correctly apply marketing theory to non-profit-making organisations. While such latter 
organisations were referred to and even mentioned by name, many candidates failed to 
integrate the practical aspects into the nucleus of the answer.  
 
 
2.2. PAPER II 
 
2.2.1 CASE STUDY QUESTIONS   
 
Overall, candidates fared well in the case study questions. The best scripts were those 
which: 
[a] answered the questions ‘to the point’ and did not ‘waffle’ through;  
[b] managed to provide the ‘right’ detail requested in relation to the amount of marks 

allotted to the question/s; 
[c] gave ‘applied’ examples/arguments where requested.  
 
The failing scripts [in the case study] were largely those which ignored the amount of 
marks allocated to each and every question. The detail and length of answer and applied 
examples/arguments, etc required in this section were directly related to the amount of 
marks allocated to each question.  
 
 
2.2.2. ESSAY QUESTIONS  
 
(i) Structure   
 
On the whole answers put forward, by a good number of candidates were well structured, 
focused and comprehensive with introduction, applied examples and a conclusion.  
Candidates who presented answers which simply treated the subject topic and failed to 
plan out and answer the question specifically as required were penalised. 
 
(ii) Length   
 
With some exceptions, in the case of poor candidates, question length was of good 
standard throughout.   
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(iii) Time Management  
 
On the whole, time management was good and candidates succeeded to maintain a good 
balance in answer length for all the attempted questions and structure, except for the Case 
Study questions.    
 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
The purpose of this report is to enable lecturers and students to know where improvement 
is required as this will contribute to the overall learning process and assist them in their 
future endeavours. 
 
As students continue their studies at higher levels it is important that they are aware of 
the major shortcomings so they will not repeat the same mistakes.  It is just as important 
for lecturers to know the main issues that need to be addressed and in which areas to 
better prepare students.  In this manner, this will serve as a good learning process to 
achieve even better results in the future. 
 
As an overall comment, the examination board observed that generally, candidates 
require more preparation by:  
(a) reading/ understanding well the question and the underlying concepts, before 
attempting to answer the question  
(b) learning how to tackle topics and areas studied from different angles or as applied in 
different or even unfamiliar scenarios  
(c) cross-relating different subject areas, as opposed to studying topics and chapters in 
isolation  
(d) presenting the required detail and covering all areas as required by the question (e) 
understanding more the concepts and terms, and presenting these  correctly or more 
precisely.  
 
The better scripts were those which illustrated the candidates’ competence in these five 
areas.  
 
 
The Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
2008 


